
HOPE Advisory Board
8/26/2020 Meeting

Virtual Zoom Meeting
Julie Arena, HOPE Coordinator



Zoom Housekeeping
• All attendees are muted when they join.

• All attendees can unmute themselves and choose to be seen visually 
by clicking “Start Video” at the bottom of the screen.

• Public comment:
• Type into the “Chat” area and say you want to make a public comment and on 

what topic.
• For those on the phone, there will be an opportunity to comment, too.

• Questions during the meeting:
• Type into the “Chat” area and send it to host, Julie Arena. 



Meeting Logistics and Agenda 
1. Agreements and Culture
2. Meeting Overview
3. Public Comment – other feedback options
4. Logistical updates and vote to Approve 7/22 Minutes
5. Recap of Data – themes and number of people
6. Presentation today 8/26:

• Model Housing and Services Spectrum
7. September Meeting Presentation:

• Current Services, Gaps, Efforts to Address Gaps



Public comment: 10 minutes
• Comment limited to 2-3 minutes based on 

number of people wanting to comment
• Type into the “Chat” and say you want to 

make a public comment and on what topic.
• For those on the phone, I will ask if there are 

any public comments from callers.
• Can also submit written comments via email 

to Julie.Arena@co.Benton.or.us
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Public comment: 10 minutes
• Comment limited to 2-3 minutes based on 

number of people wanting to comment
• Type into the “Chat” and say you want to 

make a public comment and on what topic.
• For those on the phone, I will ask if there are 

any public comments from callers.
• Can also submit written comments via email 

to Julie.Arena@co.Benton.or.us



Logistics:
1. New board member, Lennox Archer
2. Vote to approve 7/22/20 minutes
3. Posting Video of HOPE meetings to HOPE Website
4. Managing Expectations of time, commitment, family, school-age children 

Next…
Recap Data Presentation

• Takeaways
• Number of individuals impacted

Presentation:
• Model Housing and Services Spectrum



HOPE Bylaws will guide our work. Our Values are to :

• Use data to drive assessments, prioritization, and 
accountability. 

• Take a comprehensive systems and multi-sector approach. 
• Engage and involve the community, not just direct service 

providers. (This process will happen for topics in the future.)
• Prioritize vulnerable populations. 
• Promote community safety for all. 
• Promote racial and ethnic justice using a racial equity lens 

across all program recommendations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The values in the bylaws must guide our work so we make informed decisions as a community.



Housing and 
Services  

Spectrum

Ongoing Work

Sources of Data

Prevention

Case Management & Comprehensive Care Coordination with Centralized Data System

Workgroup 2 Goal: outline current spectrum and work to address gaps in the spectrum.

Workgroup 1 Goal: obtain available data to be data driven and prioritize vulnerable 
populations, safety for all, racial and ethnic justice.

• Surveillance for 
housing 
insecurity

• Education and 
outreach

• Training for 
professionals

• Permanent 
year-round 
shelters for all 
populations, 
low and high 
barrier

• Open 24/7 
with resources

• Car camping, 
microshelters, 
tiny villages, 
managed tent 
camping

• Residence halls

• Increase PSH
• Respite bed 

capacity
• Rent 

assistance
• Medical and 

behavioral 
support

• New construction 
requirements

• Permitting/SDC 
relief for 
affordable 
housing

• Tiny home villages
• Infill/high density 

construction

• Immediate 
response, care, 
and treatment

• 24 hour team 
on-call

• Simultaneous 
MH and SUD 
treatment

• Advocacy, Education, and Outreach
• Balance between incentives and behavior for accountability and safety for all
• City and county funding for case management, housing navigators, and oversight

Workgroup 3

Workgroup 2

Workgroup 1

HOPE Housing and Services Model

BH Crisis & 
Treatment

Resource 
Navigation 

Center

Emergency 
Shelter

Transitional 
Housing

Permanent 
supportive 

housing

Housing 
Options

Workgroup 3 Goal: find models 
of successful full spectrums of 
housing and services.

HOPE Board 
Ideas 1/28/20

• Permanent 
resource center 
open 24/7 

• Intake, 
assessment, 
services

• Reentry case 
management 
from corrections

Community Safety and Livability for All

5 Keystone Strategies:
Strengthen Law Enforcement 
and MH partnership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 work groups will move us forward in alignment with the Bylaws values of being data driven, collaborating and avoiding duplication of efforts, and taking a systems-level approach. The 5 keystone strategies were determined by extensive prior work to be impactful and needed in this spectrum.When we overlay the work from the 3 groups, deciding will be guided by data, community efforts, and current and prior research.



Data Recap from 7/22/20 Meeting

• Summary of takeaway points from data
• Numbers of Individuals affected in each area 



BH Crisis & 
Treatment, 
Response

Samaritan
Benton 
County 
Health Dept.
Corvallis 
Police 
Department
Corvallis Fire 
Department

Resource/ 
Navigation 

Center

Corvallis 
Daytime 
Drop-in 
Center 
(CDDC)

Emergency 
Shelter

Men’s and 
Women’s 
Shelter
Jackson 
Street Youth

Transitional 
Housing

COI
Corvallis 
Housing 
First
Unity 
Shelter: 
Micro-
shelters
Jackson 
Street Youth

Permanent 
Supportive 

Housing

CHF

Housing 
Options and 

Homeless 
Prevention

CSC 
prevention 
assistance
LBHA 
vouchers

School 
Districts
LBCC

Corvallis 
CDBG data

Case Management & Comprehensive Care Coordination with Centralized Data System

Data Work Group Goal: obtain available data to be data driven and prioritize vulnerable populations, safety 
for all, racial and ethnic justice.
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Bylaws: Use data to drive assessments, 
prioritization, and accountability. 

• Prioritize vulnerable populations. 
• Vulnerable: currently without housing and hygiene access, disabled, 

behavioral health issues (substance use disorder or mental illness), veteran, 
elderly, youth. 

• Promote community safety for all – look at law enforcement and fire 
department data to show where safety concerns occur on the 
housing spectrum.

• Promote racial and ethnic justice – look for racial and ethnic 
disparities across the housing and services spectrum.



Findings: 

• The homeless population has severe racial and ethnic disparities, 
especially for Native American and Black individuals. 

• The homeless population has a disproportionate number of extremely 
vulnerable populations, including those with a behavioral health diagnosis, 
disability, veteran status, or LGBTQ identity. 

• The homeless population experiences a burden of safety concerns, 
including lack of hygiene resources like a toilet, sink, or shower and no 
reliable access to heating/cooling or a locking door. A disproportionate 
number of homeless individuals are also fleeing domestic violence. 



Goal:
Analyze the disproportionate percentages from the Data Presentation 
to quantify the number of individuals impacted.

• Some limitations:
• Organizations use different tracking systems to identity and record 

individuals. Categories including race, disability, etc. do not have a set 
definition and may differ between organizations. 

• Data on certain characteristics, including LGBTQ identity and behavioral 
health factors, are not consistently tracked. 

• Some examples…
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AIAN White Latino All Variants % Primary race in Benton
County

New Visitors to CDDC (Jul 2019 to Jun 2020) 
by Primary Race/Ethnicity and by Subcategory

AIAN Population as a Percentage of Total New Visits

AIAN = American Indian/Alaskan Native
All variants includes White, Latinx, Black/African American, Asian, and Multi-Racial.



% Men’s 
Shelter 

Population

# of Men 
(approximate)

% Women’s 
Shelter 

Population

# of Women 
(approximate)

% County 
Population

White 80.8% 140 90.8% 54 86.5%

Hispanic 8.8% 16 9.3% 5 7.8%

Native 
American

13.5% 24 16.3% 10 .9%

Asian 1.7% 3 1.8% 1 7%

African 
American

5.7% 11 8.4% 3 1.2%

Pacific Islander 2.5% 4 0.4% 1 .3%

Ethnic Self Identification at Men’s (179) and Women’s Shelter (57) in 2019

Note:  Individuals could identify with multiple ethnic 
groups if desired so total % is greater than 100%. Current 
11/10/2019

Observations:
• Relative to the general population, NATIVE AMERICANS are 

SUBSTANTIALLY overrepresented in BOTH the male and 
female homeless populations. 17
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Black Native American Pacific Islander Hispanic

Racial and Ethnicity Disparities in 
homeless population: PIT Count

Benton County Homeless Population

*Data from PITC 2020 records
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248 Homeless 
Individuals
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Black Native American Pacific Islander Hispanic

Racial and Ethnicity Disparities in 
Unstably Housed Population: 

CSC Homeless Prevention Data
Benton County Homeless Population Unstably Housed

(Homeless Prevention)

*Data from CSC Homeless Prevention records
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250 Unstably 
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0.40%
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Black Native American Pacific Islander Hispanic

Racial and Ethnicity Disparities with Low-
Income, Housing Voucher Population

Benton County Homeless Population Housing Voucher

*Data from Linn Benton Housing Authority voucher records
20

726 Individuals 
with Housing 

Voucher



1.20%

0.90%

0.30%

7.80%

7.20%

12.70%

3.40%

9.70%

3.70%

4.40%

0.40%

9.90%

6%

3.60%

2.80%

12.80%

Black

Native American

Pacific Islander

Hispanic

Racial and Ethnicity Disparities across populations
Unstably Housed Housing Voucher Homeless Benton County

726 Individuals 248 Individuals 93,053 Individuals

*Data from Linn Benton Housing Authority voucher records, CSC Homeless Prevention records and PITC 2020 records
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32/250

72/726

24/248

7,258/93,0537/250

3/726

8/248

279/93,053
9/250

32/726

31/248

837/93,05315/250

27/726

18/248

1,117/93,053
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15%

14%

21%18%

8%

24%

JACKSON STREET YOUTH SERVICES: FLEEING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
Fleeing DV and Listed Homeless Not Fleeing DV and Listed Homeless
Homeless Unknown Fleeing DV and Unstably Housed
Not Fleeing DV and Unstably Housed Unstably Housed Unknown

Compare to 
Benton County 2017-2021 CHIP data:

4% of people in Benton County 
experience domestic violence
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18/49

23/49

8/49

24/78

21/78

33/78

33% fleeing DV = 
42 children fleeing 
DV out of 127 total



Where do Inequity, Vulnerability, and Safety align on our Housing and Services Spectrum?
Values for 
Prioritizing

Homeless:
Data from PIT

Homeless:
Data from CDDC, Emergency Shelters,
School Districts, JSYS

Transitional Housing
Data from COI: Homeless 
or Housing insecure

Housing & Homeless
Prevention: Data from 
CSC and LBHA

Racial and 
Ethnic 
Disparities

31/248 Native 
American 
(NA)
18/248 Black

179 men’s shelter (24 NA, 11 Black)
57 women’s shelter (10 NA, 3 Black) 
49/852 American Indian/Alaskan 
Native (CDDC)

102/341 Hispanic or
Latino
28/102 Black

250 CSC: 
32 Hispanic, 7 PI, 
9 NA, 15 Black
726 voucher: 
72 Hispanic, 3 PI, 
32 NA, 27 Black

Vulnerable
Populations

189/248 
disabled

47/248 vets

25/248 LGBT

43 out of 251 homeless children 509J 
with disability
9 out of 19 homeless children in 
Philomath with disability
19 out of 78 homeless children at 
JSYS are LGBT, 13 have disability

210/341 disabled 
129/341 medically 
fragile 
34/134 veterans
105/341 children
39/341 LGBT

Safety 87/248 
Domestic 
Violence

42 children fleeing domestic 
violence out of 127 total (JSYS)

159/341 fleeing 
domestic violence
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August Meeting Presentation:
Model Systems of Service Delivery and Shelter
• Recommended model based on mixture of the 10 year Plan Update, 

the Econ NW study, and the National Alliance to End Homelessness 
Recommendations.

• Jim Moorefield (HOPE Co-Chair) and Andrea Myhre

• Successful Models of Coordinated Entry and Care Coordination
• Yuba, CA coordinated entry system – Reece Stotsenberg (HOPE Co-Chair)
• Hub and spoke model of care coordination between existing community 

partners – Lt. Joel Goodwin



Best Practices:

• Start at the beginning, and ask: what is it we’re trying to trying 
achieve?

• "Everyone in Benton County should have the opportunity to live in 
decent, safe, and affordable housing.” (HOPE Advisory Board Bylaws)

• Make sure everything we do serves and aligns with that vision



How do we fulfill that vision? Systems Change

• The HOPE Advisory Board will "Take a comprehensive systems and 
multi-sector approach.” (Advisory Board Bylaws)

• Systems change addresses root causes and requires fundamental 
changes to policies, practices, and relationships in order to achieve 
positive and sustainable social gains.



Behavioral Health Experts support a systemic approach:
• Per SAMHSA tip sheet 55, an integrated multi system approach when 

addressing the plight of the unhoused is essential.

• Applied Systems Thinking Journal 10/07 asserted that a systemic 
approach that is multifaceted was fundamental when attempting to 
help the unhoused



How is the model we’re about to look at new 
or different?
• We blended the 10 year Plan Update, the Econ NW study, and the 

National Alliance to End Homelessness Recommendations. 
• Individuals without a place to live are considered in crisis.
• All services and beds for unhoused community fall under Crisis 

Response Resources.
• Crisis Response Resources are aligned because they serve the same 

population.



Data Collection and Coordinated Entry

BEST PRACTICES: Equity, Trauma Informed Care Approaches, low-barrier, Housing First, Individualized, Coordinated Services

Adapted from Yeo, S., Ratnam, C., Paradis, E., Oudshoorn, A., Nessa, B., Mosher, J.,…Aguila, K. (2015, August). A framework for ending women’s and girl’s homelessness. Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.

A Framework to End Homelessness
Ending homelessness by addressing the root causes of homelessness by aligning systems to assure safe,  healthy, and
affordable housing for all Benton County residents.

Crisis Response Resources
Providing safe, accessible, and well-resourced crisis
response and emergency support like food and day
programs while someone is homeless.

Street Outreach and Rapid Response

Emergency Shelter
Emergency temporary or transitional housing and  
ongoing supports to move someone out of  
homelessness. Emergency shelter is a last resort, not a  
long-term solution. Examples:
· emergency shelter (low barrier)
· vehicle camping
· managed camping
· residential rehabilitation
· medical respite
· micro-shelters

Resource Center
Location open year-round daily with on-site providers  
to enroll people in programs and support individuals  
to transition out of homelessness.

Housing
A safe and decent place to live  
for everyone. Provision of  
ongoing supports to keep  
someone out of homelessness.

Examples:

• Permanent Supportive  
Housing

• Rapid Re-Housing

• Targeted Services for High  
Needs Individuals (like FUSE  
or HUMS models)

Community Integration & 
Neighborhood Belonging

Full participation in community life and the feeling
of attachment to the neighborhood. Prevents
entry into homelessness. Examples that facilitate
integration and belonging:
• Addiction Support
• Treatment
• Belonging Centers
• Education
• Primary Care
• Faith Groups
• Counseling
• Increasing Employment & Income
• Public Health
• Community Health
• Recreation
• Peer Support
• Family
• Housing type
• Livable neighborhoods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a paradigm shift that Work Group 3 has researched. It blends the 10 year Plan Update, the Econ NW study, and the National Alliance to End Homelessness Recommendations. Individuals without housing are in crisis. Services and beds for unhoused fall under Crisis Resources. Red font indicates recommendations from the National Alliance. 



Emergency Response and Shelter Transitional Stabilization Housing

BH Crisis Response Micro-shelters Different housing options

Rapid Street Response Car/RV PSH

Street Outreach Temporary housing Tiny home villages

Shelters, safe locations for tent/car Residential treatment Housing First

Resource Center Place-based voucher units

Data Collection & Coordinated Entry and Assessment

HUB model with law enforcement and providers

Targeted services for FUSE/HUMS population Support and Prevention

Case Management for those who need it



Model of Crisis Response Services
Co-location of services and emergency beds at one location:
• On-site services: individual case management, behavioral health access
• Low barrier entry
• Sleep and rest areas: 

• Congregate shelter beds: Harbor of Hope in the Portland Metro Area is the latest 
iteration of shelter downtown and asserts all these as fundamental aspects.

• Microshelter villages: Rogue Retreat in Medford offers emergency and transitional 
options with case management. On-site services at a microshelter village.

• Managed tent/pagoda camping: Eugene’s Rest Stop program.
• Food and hygiene areas
• Personal storage
• A medical connection
• Pets and partners welcome
• Shower and laundry access



Model for Coordinated Access and Entry: Yuba, CA

Reece Stotsenberg, HOPE Co-Chair

Why look at Yuba’s system? 
Their data shows it is successful in housing people.











Process Overview and Workflow: the path a household would follow from initial request for housing to permanent housing placement. 

Step 1: Connecting to the Coordinated Entry Process/Initial Request for Services
To ensure accessibility to households in need, the coordinated entry process provides access to services from multiple, convenient physical locations. 
Households in need may initiate a request for services in person through any of the designated coordinated entry locations 

Step 2: Coordinated Entry Assessment 
Assessors will complete the coordinated entry assessment with the household. The assessment includes the collection of HMIS Universal data elements 
as well as administering the standardized vulnerability assessment tool. Assessors have the option of completing the assessment directly into the HMIS 
System (which is strongly encouraged) or administering a paper version to be entered into HMIS at a later time depending on the logistics of the agency's 
operation. Data collected on paper should be entered into HMIS within (3) business days. Entry into HMIS Automatically enters the household onto the 
queue.

Step 3: Case Management Match 
Information gathered from the assessment is used to determine which level of case management intervention is best suited to end the household’s 
homelessness. Scoring from the assessment tool matches household’s to a level of case management intervention and will be reflected by the households 
positioning on the queue. Case management will be offered by Sutter County Health and Human Services, Yuba County Health and Human Services, or 
Hands of Hope.  Services are person centered and it is recognized that the initial match may not be appropriate for the household.

Step 4: Housing referral
Completion of the Coordinated Entry Assessment results in the household being placed on the queue. On identifying a case management intervention, 
the case manager will work closely with the household to remove housing barriers. Case managers will provide eligible referrals pulled from the queue, 
to the receiving programs for housing services. A case manager meeting will be conducted weekly to review active cases and make housing referrals 
based on prioritization score and date of assessment.



Model for Care Coordination – the “Hub”

• Lieutenant Joel Goodwin, Corvallis Police Department



What is the HUB model?
Rapid mobilization of multiple agencies in a 

collaborative problem solving approach:
• Hospitals

• Service Providers
• Schools

• Mental Health
• Law Enforcement
• Housing Services

• Other Government Services



Public Safety Canada:

“The Hub Model is not a service delivery mechanism, but rather a way 
of utilizing and mobilizing the systems and resources already in place 
in different, unified, and dynamic ways to address specific situations of 
elevated risk, for which an integrated approach is required. The Hub 
Model process operates from a risk-driven notion rather than an 
incident-driven response.”

https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/cntrng-crm/crm-prvntn/nvntr/dtls-
en.aspx?i=10015

https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/cntrng-crm/crm-prvntn/nvntr/dtls-en.aspx?i=10015


Where has the HUB model been used?

Saskatchewan
Ontario

Chelsea MA
12+ cities in MA

2016 Article on Hub model: 
https://cfbsjs.usask.ca/documents/FINALArtic

leNilsonCanadasHubModel.pdf

https://cfbsjs.usask.ca/documents/FINALArticleNilsonCanadasHubModel.pdf


Is it successful? 

100 Most Dangerous Cities: Chelsea MA

2013: #11
2014: #11

2015: #38
2016: #46

2017: #58
2018: #83

2019: N/A



How does it work?

• Four filter method:
• Outside of HUB – is a multi-disciplinary approach needed?
• Anonymized case presented to HUB (demographics, risk factors, etc)
• If agreement on suitability, additional information is shared and agencies able 

to provide assistance are identified
• After the meeting, assisting agencies coordinate a response

• Assisting agencies contact person in need within a few days
• Updates provided on previous cases



What are the benefits?

• “Silo Buster” – stronger collaboration and more trust among existing 
organizations

• Integrated care makes efficient effective use of resources
• Can be implemented with services already present in the community
• Is adaptable to community needs
• Can add new resources as they become available
• Mechanism for a collaborative responsibility for safety and well-being



How much does the Hub model cost?



Conclusions – what is recommended?

• Aligning Crisis Response Resources is a recommended model and 
works in practice (co-location of services with emergency beds)

• Coordinated Entry and Care Coordination between Providers 
• Data collection and outcomes are improved
• Hub model shows success with increased safety and is relatively easy to 

implement

• Permanent Supportive Housing is necessary to prevent return to 
homelessness (National Alliance to End Homelessness)



September Meeting Presentation: 
Current Housing and Services Spectrum
• Existing Resources
• Gaps in our system of housing and services
• Efforts in progress to address gaps in our system
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Questions?

•Email: Julie.Arena@co.benton.or.us

mailto:Julie.Arena@co.benton.or.us
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